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Abstract

This study investigates the evolution of provincial new energy policies and industries of

China using a topic modeling approach. To this end, six out of 31 provinces in China are first

selected as research samples, central and provincial new energy policies in the period of

2010 to 2019 are collected to establish a text corpus with 23, 674 documents. Then, the pol-

icy corpus is fed to two different topic models, one is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation for

modeling static policy topics, another is the Dynamic Topic Model for extracting topics over

time. Finally, the obtained topics are mapped into policy tools for comparisons. The dynamic

policy topics are further analyzed with the panel data from provincial new energy industries.

The results show that the provincial new energy policies moved to different tracks after

about 2014 due to the regional conditions such as the economy and CO2 emission intensity.

Underdeveloped provinces tend to use environment-oriented tools to regulate and control

CO2 emissions, while developed regions employ the more balanced policy mix for improving

new energy vehicles and other industries. Widespread hysteretic effects are revealed during

the correlation analysis of the policy topics and new energy capacity.

1. Introduction

With a series of incentive new energy policies (NEPs) issued by governments, the past decade

has witnessed the rapid development of new energy industries (NEIs) in China, especially the

photovoltaic and wind power industry. According to the National Energy Administration

(NEA) of China, the capacity of renewable energy sources (RESs) in 2019 reached about 794

million kilowatts, of which the total capacity of photovoltaics(PVs) and wind turbines (WTs)

accounted for more than half [1]. Fig 1 displays several ambitious NEI-related goals in 2030

summarized from some crucial NEPs like the prospects of photovoltaic development in China

in 2050 [2] and the revolutionary strategy of energy production and consumption [3]. Chinese

governments have implemented the new energy industry (NEI) development as a long-term

strategic plan.
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However, challenges and uncertainties still exist in the NEI of China. Despite some tough

goals shown in Fig 1 like increasing sales of NEVs by more than seven times in ten years,

China has the largest CO2 emission globally with about a 2.3 percent increase in 2018, posing

great challenges for future domestic energy conservation and emission reduction [4]. More-

over, China is at the turning point of the 13th Five Year Plan and the 14th Five Year Plan,

changes in the environmental and economic policies can also influence the NEI development.

Therefore, it is of great significance to identify the challenges of NEIs by figuring out the inter-

action of the new energy industry and policy.

Much literature has investigated new energy industry and policy, some works incline to

study the NEPs or NEIs separately. On the NEP side, policy documents of 40 years are

reviewed for investigating the sustainable energy transition and evolution that derive from the

policy mix adopted by the Chinese government [5]. Factors affecting the diffusion of China’s

financial subsidy policy for NEVs are investigated in [6]. Technology, economy, energy vulner-

ability, global effects, and human well-being are considered when making renewable energy

policy plans by the MCDMmethod [7]. The heterogeneous preferences of the public can also

impact the implementation of solar energy policies and electric vehicle policies [8,9]. The chief

drivers of ecological footprint and economic growth are studied from 15 highest emitting

countries [10]. Multiple panel data estimators are employed to demonstrate that natural

resource rent, renewable energy, and urbanization can decrease ecological footprint [11]. On

the NEI side, shaping and driving factors to the development of renewable energy industries in

China are identified in [12]. Energy-change impacts on the sustainability of small and

medium-sized enterprises are analyzed with a dynamic method that examines interactions

between variables from a holistic, real-world perspective [13]. Higher economic growth, rising

unemployment, and government debt are proved to be helpful to renewable energy generation

[14].

Other research works are more comprehensive and focus on how NEPs can affect NEIs.

For instance, policy portfolios including both market creation and expansion policies are

proved to be effective at developing solar photovoltaic markets [15]. The efficiency evaluation

of three carbon emissions policies in Indonesia shows that a carbon tax and emissions trading

scheme can promote substitution towards renewable energy [16]. Regression analysis is used

to explore the green innovation effect under the implementation of three environmental regu-

lations [17]. The role of institutional quality in CO2 emissions is investigated via an autoregres-

sive distributed lag model [18].

In terms of analytical methods, quantitative policy analysis has become more popular in

recent years. Generally, the quantitative method can be classified into two categories, i.e., indi-

rect and direct. For the indirect one, policies are often evaluated by measuring their impacts

on the economy, industry, and environment. For example, the effect of renewable energy con-

sumption and trade policy of the US is evaluated from the policy impact that exerts on envi-

ronmental degradation [19]. An econometric model is used to assess market-pull policies in

promoting net renewable capacity [20]. The effectiveness of China’s carbon market policy is

evaluated with a panel data based difference-in-differences model [21,22].

The direct method for quantitative policy analysis focuses on discovering the characteristics

and patterns from a large number of policies and related texts. Policy documents are often

studied by text analysis approaches. Korean nuclear policy texts released in 2003 to 2016 are

investigated with LSA [23], publications and articles regarding Russia’s renewable energy are

categorized with big data analysis [24], official speeches on trade policies are examined by sta-

tistical text mining and LDAmethod [25]. Massive abstracts of papers on neighborhood sus-

tainability are studied and discussed by clustering methods at both geographical and temporal

levels [26]. Moreover, social media texts such as comments and posts can be used as materials
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for policy analysis, e.g., the Twitter debate about monetary policies of the U.S. is analyzed via

combined computational text analysis [27]. Topics and sentiments are identified from Twitter

data to explore public attitudes and factors to a transit network [28].

Among all the direct methods mentioned above, topic models like the LSA and LDA are

most commonly used due to the ability to automatically process massive documents in a very

short time. However, as an unsupervised topic model that can reflect the continuous and

dynamic evolutional characteristics of documents, the dynamic topic model (DTM) is also

adopted by many researchers. For example, a time-varying metadata-enabled DTM is pro-

posed for capturing massive inherent dynamic features of a large Weibo dataset [29], massive

US patent documents on disease management are analyzed using the DTM to determine the

focuses and trends of protected technological innovations [30]. Nevertheless, although text

mining technology has become more and more popular in sociology, topic models are hardly

used in policy text analysis, especially in the NEPs.

Therefore, in order to explore the discrepancy of provincial NEPs from multiple perspec-

tives like policy tool usage, policy evolution, and the role of policies in NEIs, topic models and

text mining methods are used to analyze large-scale NEI-related policy documents from sev-

eral representative provinces in China. The primary contributions of this paper are threefold:

(1) An analytical framework based on topic models is proposed for extracting both static and

dynamic policy topics from large-scale provincial new energy policies including legisla-

tion, regulation, and other official documents in the period of 2010 to 2019.

(2) The extracted new energy policy topics are mapped to the supply-oriented, demand-ori-

ented, and environment-oriented policy tools, which are used to compare the shifting

focus in provincial new energy policies.

(3) The interaction between provincial new energy policies and industries is compared by the

correlation analysis of time-varying new energy policy topics and panel data.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the collection of NEP data from six sam-

pled provinces. Section 3 introduces the analytical framework for new energy policy and industry

Fig 1. Primary NEI-related goals of China in 2030.Data sources: The data in 2019 are from the National Bureau of Statistics
and NEA.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g001
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using topic models. Section 4 demonstrates the provincial NEP topic modeling results, which are

compared and analyzed frommultiple perspectives. The study is concluded in Section 5.

2. Data collection

In this section, both NEP-related text data and NEI-related panel data are collected from sev-

eral representative provinces that are sampled from different regions of China.

2.1 Province selection by new energy performance

Firstly, several quantitative indicators listed below are used as the sampling criteria to evaluate

the comprehensive NEI performance of 31 provinces in China, among them are:

(1) Regional GDP (C1): This is the most common economic index, provinces with high GDP

prefer to develop the NEI [31].

(2) Electricity consumption (C2): This can be used as a supplement to the GDP indicator, it

reflects regional industrial development and energy consumption. The proportion of ther-

mal power generation in China is about 70%, a province with more electricity consump-

tion has more potentials to replace existing thermal power consumption with new energy

power.

(3) PVs capacity (C3): The volume of PVs capacity can directly reflect howmuch local govern-

ment attaches importance to NEIs.

(4) WTs capacity (C4): Since the location advantages of provinces are different from each

other, both PVs andWTs capacity are considered. Notably, other new energy resources

such as biomass energy and geothermal energy are not included in the sampling criteria

for their little disparity in different provinces.

(5) Number of NESTCs (C5): The number of new energy science and technology companies

engaged in the NEI of China can measure the regional NEI development as well as the gov-

ernmental concerns on the NEI.

(6) Number of UHV projects (C6): The ultra-high voltage (UHV) technology capable of trans-

mitting electric power in long-distance can alleviate the impact of reverse energy distribu-

tion in China. Affected by the COVID-19, Chinese governments have vigorously

supported the construction of UHV projects this year for the sake of restoring the econ-

omy. Therefore, in the future, those provinces with UHV projects would have more

advantages in both new energy consumption and production [32].

The NEI performance of each province is measured with a scoring value obtained by nor-

malizing and summing factual data of C1 to C6 in 2019 (S1 Table). Since the geographical and

economic zones of China in addition to the criteria also play an important role in the sample

selection, seven provinces are chosen as the candidates according to their high NEI perfor-

mance scores and locations, as shown in Table 1.

Since Shandong and Liaoning provinces are both in the Bohai Economic Rim and the for-

mer one gets a much larger score than the latter, six provinces in Table 1 except for Liaoning

are finally selected as research samples.

2.2 Text and panel datasets construction

All the NEI-related policies, regulations, and other official documents in the period of 2010 to

2019 are collected from the central government and sample provinces to build a corpus for
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text mining and topic modeling. The NEP text is primarily from two websites, one is the pku-

law (www.pkulaw.cn), which incorporates China’s national-level and local-level policy docu-

ments, another is Bailu Thinktank (www.bailuzhiku.com), a big data platform for displaying

information released by government agencies. By setting search keywords including “new

energy”, “renewable energy”, “charging pole”, “electric vehicle”, “photovoltaic”, “wind power”,

“biomass energy”, etc., 23, 674 documents in Chinese are collected from the sites. Then the

raw text data is cleaned by Python tools like re [33] and NLTK [34], the documents are seg-

mented into words by Jieba [35]. Finally, a NEP corpus composed of national and provincial

policy documents is established.

Fig 2 shows the NEP corpus distribution in different provinces and institutions. It can be

seen from subgraph a) that Jiangsu, Guangdong, Shandong get the most policy documents,

while Sinkiang the least. In subgraph b), most policies are published by national agencies due

to the immaturity of domestic NEI associations or organizations, primary policy publishing

bodies include location and central governments, Ministry of Science and Technology, Devel-

opment and Reform Commission. Moreover, the diversity of policymakers demonstrates that

NEI development has covered many other fields such as transportation, agriculture, economy,

electricity, etc.

Table 1. Evaluation results of representative provinces.

Provinces Geographical and economic zones C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Scores

Guangdong South China/Pearl River Delta 1.00 1.00 0.36 0.15 1.00 0.00 3.50

Jiangsu East China/Yangtze River Delta 0.92 0.97 0.92 0.35 0.71 0.60 4.46

Shandong East China/Bohai Economic Rim 0.65 0.96 1.00 0.45 0.63 0.60 4.29

Inner Mongolia North China 0.15 0.53 0.66 1.00 0.09 1.00 3.42

Sichuan Southwest 0.42 0.38 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.40 1.53

Liaoning Northeast/Bohai Economic Rim 0.22 0.36 0.19 0.28 0.23 0.00 1.27

Sinkiang Northwest 0.11 0.33 0.66 0.65 0.07 0.20 2.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.t001

Fig 2. The proportion of NEPs issued by provinces and institutions: a) provincial distribution; b) institutional distribution. Subgraph b) only
displays organizations that have published more than 500 NEP documents.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g002
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Additionally, panel data on several provincial NEI indicators from 2010 to 2019 is also col-

lected, as shown in Table 2. The CO2 emission of each province per year is calculated by For-

mula (1) [36].

ECO2
¼

Xn

i¼1
Fi � ci � di � Zi �

44

12
ð1Þ

Where Fi represents the physical amount of fuels and gas consumed by a province (i = 1,2,. . .,

n), ci is the conversion coefficient of fuel to standard coal (tce), δi is carbon emission factor

(tC/tce), ηi is the carbon oxidation rate. The data is derived from the China Energy Statistical

Yearbook, including terminal energy consumption types and quantities of each province, and

standard coal conversion coefficients of various fuels [37].

3. Methodology

Based on the collected datasets, a comprehensive analytical framework is proposed in this sec-

tion for comparing provincial policies and their shifting focal points.

3.1 Analytical framework

In order to extract well-organized information from the large-scale NEP text corpus, unsuper-

vised topic models that enable extracting hidden topics in texts are used to analyze NEPs, as

shown in Fig 3. Firstly, the whole NEP corpus is fed to the static LDA topic model for extract-

ing topics that are mapped into demand-oriented, supply-oriented, and environment-oriented

policy tools. Then, the NEP corpus is sliced into several sub-corpora by year. Those corpora

are input to the DTM for modeling policy topics over time, thus the evolution of provincial

policy tools is analyzed. Finally, several representative NEP topics are used for correlation anal-

ysis with the NEI panel data in order to further compare provincial policy characteristics and

discover NEI challenges.

3.2 Topic models

Due to the mature mathematical theory and unsupervised advantages, topic models like the

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [38] and Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [39] have been

widely applied in various fields such as biology, policy analysis, linguistics, etc. Fig 4 illustrates

the difference between LDA and DTM in modeling structure. DTM (blue box) can be roughly

regarded as unfolding an LDA (red box) model on t time steps, both of them share a similar

assumption for generating documents. For example, LDA model assumes that each document

w is produced by several sampling steps:

• Choose N ~ Poisson(ξ)

Table 2. NEP corpus and panel data collected from six sample provinces.

Data Types Attributes Description

Text corpus Title Policy document title

Publishing time Policy release time

Content Policy content

Panel data GDP Provincial GDP (a hundred million yuan)

CO2 emissions Provincial CO2 emissions (10, 000 tons)

WTs capacity The Capacity of WTs (billion kilowatts)

PVs capacity The Capacity of PVs (billion kilowatts)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.t002
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• Choose θ ~ Dir(α)

• For each of the N words wn:

a) Choose a topic zn ~Multinomial(θ).

b) Choose a word wn from p(wn|zn, β), a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic

zn.

In spite of the structure discrepancy between LDA and DTM, these twomodels are different in

whether words in a corpus are hypothesized exchangeable. LDA is an exchangeable topic model

where documents are assumed to be independently drawn from amixture of multinomial, whereas

a DTMmodel captures the evolution of topics in a sequentially organized corpus. Although LDA

is evenmore commonly used than DTM, the latter topic model excels in automatically creating

time-varying topics with bags of words that co-occur in documents according to certain patterns.

Fig 3. The topic model-based framework for analyzing NEPs and NEIs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g003
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The topic models are trained by text documents that are segmented into word sequences

and parameters like θ and topic-word distribution are learned by inference methods including

maximum likelihood estimation and Gibbs sampling [38]. In the proposed analytical frame-

work, LDA is used as a static topic modeling method for discovering characteristics of the

NEPs, while DTM is applied to the time-varying NEP corpus to explore the changes of new

energy policy topics over time.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, the proposed analytical framework is applied to the collected datasets, different

topic models are used to extract new energy policy topics for comprehensive comparison

among the sample provinces.

4.1 Comparison by static NEP topics

4.1.1 Policy tool categorization by topics. The number of topics is one of the most

important hyper-parameters of an LDAmodel capable of extracting policy tools from NEP

texts. In this study, LDAmodels with different topic numbers (T = 1,3,. . .,47,49) are imple-

mented by the python module genism [40] and evaluated by the perplexity and coherence met-

rics, which can measure the independence and interpretability of topics. Using the whole NEP

corpus as the input of LDAmodels, Fig 5 shows the evaluation results of topic perplexity and

coherence under different topic numbers. Since coherence-oriented topics in an LDAmodel

Fig 4. Modeling structure of LDA and DTM.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g004
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are proved to be more interpretable than the perplexity-oriented ones [41], T = 29 correspond-

ing to point A(29, 0.664) in Fig 5 with the highest coherence value is selected as the topic num-

ber for modeling policy topics.

Fig 6 displays some typical topics extracted by the LDA model (S2 Table), topic names in

the left column are determined by comprehending the top terms in the right column. There-

fore, the NEP documents released in the last decade have covered multiple fields such as envi-

ronment, manufacturing, automotive industry, science and education, transportation, finance,

agriculture, and construction industry, etc. Focal topics like “environment governance”,

“high-end manufacturing”, and “transportation and facilities” appear in the NEP because the

aim of building NEIs is to protect the environment by replacing fossil energy with solar and

wind power. However, it seems that the focal topic “agricultural and countryside” that empha-

sizes agriculture, farmers, and countryside has little to do with NEIs, but this can be explained

by the prevailing implementation of energy projects like PV and biomass generation in many

villages of China.

Moreover, joint analysis can be applied in the topic-term distribution by incorporating pol-

icy instruments, which are important for understanding policymakers’ preference for new

energy policies. According to the top 20 terms contained in each topic, 29 topics obtained

from the NEP corpus are classified into three types of policy instruments [42], among them

are:

(1) Supply-oriented tools: These tools concentrate on providing human financial and material

resources for the NEI. Topics that belong to the supply-oriented instrument in Fig 6 are

“High-end Manufacturing”, “Scientific Research”, “Knowledge and Talents”, and “Finan-

cial Support”.

(2) Demand-oriented tools: In the NEI of China, such tools are designed to stimulate indus-

trial demand or remove barriers from the demand side. For instance, among topics of

demand-oriented tools, “Sustainable Building” focuses on promoting renewable energy

substitution to create green and low-carbon buildings, while “Electronic Commerce”,

Fig 5. Evaluation results of LDAmodels with different number of topics.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g005
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“Agricultural Countryside”, and “New Energy Vehicles” stress on expanding the market of

new energy applications to logistics, agriculture, vehicles, etc.

(3) Environment-oriented tools: Industrial specifications, standards, and legislation that can

make the NEI on the trail are environment-oriented tools, which are embodied in NEP

topics with “Science and Education Publicity”, “Marine and Terrestrial Ecology”, and

“Regulations and Laws”.

4.1.2 Vertical and horizontal comparisons of policy tools. Seven topic models have

been separately trained on NEP sub-corpora from the central government and six sampled

provinces. The distribution of policy instruments is produced by counting the focal topics

with different tendencies, as shown in Fig 7.

Subgraph a) shows the policy instruments in central NEP topics, supply-oriented and

environment-oriented tools are more commonly used than demand-oriented tools. More-

over, policymakers of the central government emphasize more on talent cultivation, R&D,

Fig 6. Typical NEI-related topics and top-eight terms derive from the LDAmodel.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g006

Fig 7. Distribution of policy instruments in topics modeled: a) Central policy tools; b) Provincial policy tools.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g007
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and financial incentives in the supply-oriented instrument. Subgraph b) displays the prefer-

ence of provincial policymakers to tool usage. the NEP documents of Sinkiang, Sichuan,

and Inner Mongolia put more weight on environment-oriented tools, while Guangdong

and Jiangsu provinces pay the same attention to Demand-oriented and Environment-ori-

ented tools. Therefore, since local agencies are branches of the central government, NEP

policy choices of Guangdong, Jiangsu, and Shandong are more consistent with those of the

central government than the other three provinces, which tend to promote the development

environment of NEIs.

4.2 NEP topic evolution over time

The static topic model trained in Section 4.1 fails to describe policy topics over time, thus the

DTMmethod is applied to the NEP sub-corpora of sample provinces categorized by publish-

ing time. Fig 8 displays the variations of topic significance in the modeling results. The topic

significance, indicating the relative importance of topics obtained from provincial policy texts

grouped by timestamps, can be calculated by Formula (2) according to the document-topic

Fig 8. Provincial NEP topic evolutions over time. Some topics with common or unconcerned words are not
considered, each topic is named by comprehending its top 10 words.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g008
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matrix that measures the possibility of certain topics appearing in documents [43].

Significancei ¼
X

t2T

pðcijdtÞ ð2Þ

Where ci is the i-th topic, dt represents a document in the text group of time t(t = 1, 2, . . .,T).

Significancei is the topic significance that has been normalized into area bands for comparison

in Fig 8.

Compared with Figs 6 and 8 shows the provincial policy topic changes over time, it reflects

how provincial governments adjust their focal points of new energy policies over the last

decade. Specific dynamics of policy instruments and topics can be illustrated as follows:

(1) All subgraphs in Fig 8 get topics “Environmental Protection (EP)”, “Financing”, “Energy

Saving and Emission Reduction (ESER)”, “Farming”, and “Education and Training”,

which are common concerns in NEPs of the sampled provinces. Guangdong, Jiangsu, and

Shandong provinces put more emphasis on energy conservation and environmental pro-

tection because the area band corresponding to EP and ESER in subgraphs a), b), c) are

wider and more continuous than others. Notably, in recent years, Sinkiang’s government

has paid more attention to environmental protection due to the gradual increase of the

corresponding area band in subgraph e).

(2) Common NEP supply-oriented tools like “Education and Training”, “Financing”, and

“Talents” have been widely adopted in provincial policies, but subgraphs a), b) show that

policy tools related to “Land Use” and “Fiscal Subsidies” are used by Guangdong and

Jiangsu in addition to the traditional tools. Similarly, the terms “Emerging Industry” and

“Industrial Upgrading” are the most significant topics of NEP documents in Guangdong

and Jiangsu, respectively, which cannot be found in other provincial policies. Therefore,

the two provinces with the highest GDP in China provide much financial and manufactur-

ing support to the NEI development.

(3) Demand-oriented policy tools like “Trade and Communication (TC)”, “Energy-saving

Building”, and “Service Industry” are the most commonly used, in addition to “Electric

Vehicles”, “Poverty Relief”, and “Energy Consumption”. From the area charts in Fig 8, the

significance of “Service Industry” has increased dramatically in NEPs of Sinkiang and

Sichuan provinces in recent years, whereas it rises slower in Guangdong and Shandong

provinces. From the area width of topics shown in subgraph d) and e), “Energy-saving

Building” has received more attention in the NEPs of Inner Mongolia and Sinkiang. More-

over, Sinkiang and Sichuan also have a unique policy topic on “Poverty Relief”, while

Guangdong gets “Electric Vehicles”. Therefore, Inner Mongolia, Sinkiang, and Sichuan

provinces prefer to balance the use of various NEI demand-oriented tools in their policies,

while Guangdong, Jiangsu, and Shandong stress less on the diversity of these tools due to

the already large demand from their economic development.

(4) Except for EP and ESER, “Intellectual Property” and “Supervision” topics represent the

environment-oriented policy instrument for creating a healthy atmosphere benefit for the

NEI development. From subgraph d), in the last decade, the topic strength of supervision

represented by the area width has maintained a high level among other sharply changing

blocks, indicating that Inner Mongolia province inclines to publish regulations or laws in

the NEPs. Although the emphasis on supervision is less than that of Inner Mongolia, it can

be seen from subgraphs a) and b) that the significance of either supervision or “Intellectual

Property” topic slightly increases over the years, whereas the topic significance of “supervi-

sion” in subgraph e) encounters a large landslide from 2011.
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4.3 Coevolution between policy topics and NEIs

In order to analyze the coevolution between provincial NEPs and NEIs, the correlation analy-

sis of the dynamic policy topics modeled by the DTM and the provincial NEI panel data is

employed in this subsection.

4.3.1 Correlation with CO2 emission intensity. The dynamic time warping (DTW) algo-

rithm is able to find the optimal alignment from two time series, thus is often used to deter-

mine time series similarity [44]. Pearson correlation coefficient can be used to measure the

strength of the relationship between two variables and their association with each other [45].

In order to investigate underlying relationships between CO2 intensity measured by CO2 emis-

sions (ton) per 10,000 yuan GDP [46] and policy variations represented by dynamic policy

topic terms, both DTW distance and Pearson correlation are used. Fig 9 shows the terms most

related to the CO2 emission intensity of each province, as well as the most dissimilar and

uncorrelated ones (S4 Table). Notably, the CO2 emission intensity in subgraphs a) and e) is rel-

atively higher or more abnormal than other subgraphs, which can verify the view mentioned

in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2 that Inner Mongolia and Sinkiang prefer environment-oriented tools

such as supervision, environment protection, emission reduction, etc.

The broken lines can be divided into two types (denoted as A and B). A-type lines that are

most similar to the trend of CO2 intensity are marked with c+ or d- in the figure, while B-type

lines with c- or d+ markers are the opposite. Therefore, the intersection of the two is the turn-

ing point of the gravity shift of the provincial NEPs.

In subgraphs a) to d), policy terms "Photovoltaic", "New energy", and "Energy saving" often

appear in A-type lines, while "CO2 emission" often appear in the B-type, indicating that most

provinces attach importance to the development of new energy such as PVs at first, and then

pay more attention to CO2 emission management. However, subgraphs a) and d) get B-type

terms "Biomass", while subgraph b) gets "WTs", thus Inner Mongolia, Sichuan, and Guang-

dong provinces incline to put more stress on new energy resources other than PVs in the most

recent years. Moreover, in subgraphs d) and f), the term "NEVs" emerges in their B-type lines,

which indicates other trends in the NEPs of Guangdong and Jiangsu.

Notably, subgraph e) is odd since the CO2 intensity in it got a significant peak in 2016, and

broke lines especially the B-type are flatter than other subgraphs. Hence, the proportion of

NEI-related terms change fairly moderate, the effect of Sinkiang NEPs on CO2 emission reduc-

tion can be unobvious before 2016.

4.3.2 Correlation with the capacity of PVs andWTs. New energy capacity (NEC) is

another critical indicator related to the new energy industry, in this paper the capacity of PVs

andWTs is considered. Similar to Figs 9 and 10 shows the relationship between the provincial

NEC and special NEI terms (S5 Table). It can be seen that the NEC of each province has been

growing over the last decade, the installed capacity of wind power is larger than that of solar

power in most provinces, but the photovoltaic capacity of Guangdong and Jiangsu gets a ten-

dency to surpass the wind capacity.

The significant hysteretic effects can be observed in Fig 10. For example, although in sub-

graphs d) and e) the term “Photovoltaics” is highly emphasized in the former half of the sub-

graphs, the NEC is much lower than it is in the latter part of the subgraphs. Therefore, the

opposite trend posed by the NEC and topic terms indicates that the policy expectations and

the NEI development are not always synchronized. However, the increase of policy terms

"WTs" and "Biomass" are observed in subgraphs a) to d), the NEC can be more direct and syn-

chronized influenced by these terms.

Moreover, Table 3 summarizes the focus shifting process of NEPs during the regional NEI

development according to Figs 9 and 10. It can be seen that during the development of
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regional NEIs, NEPs of most provinces initially focus on “PVs”, “EP”, and “ES” but then trans-

fer to “CO2 emissions” and “WTs”. The shifting process usually takes place in about 2014,

while it happens earlier in Guangdong and Jiangsu than in other provinces. Recall that in Sec-

tion 4.1.2 policy tools from NEPs are valued differently by developed and underdeveloped

provinces, the discrepancy of the NEP policy focus is more obviously illustrated in Table 3.

Developed regions like Guangdong and Jiangsu choose to increase the policy strength of

NEVs after about 2014, whereas others including Shandong provinces pay more attention to

reduce CO2 emissions.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, large-scale NEP texts from central and local governments are modeled by two

topic models: (1) the LDAmodel for extracting NEP topics that are mapped to policy tools;

Fig 9. Co-evolution between provincial policy terms and CO2 intensity (tons per 10,000 yuan): a) Inner Mongolia; b) Sichuan; c) Shandong; d) Guangdong; e)
Sinkiang; f) Jiangsu. c- and c+ represent the minimum and maximum correlations, d- and d+ represent the minimum and maximumDTW distances.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g009
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and (2) the DTM for extract time-varying policy topics from provincial NEP documents. The

dynamic policy topics are together analyzed with the panel data of provincial NEIs.

Fig 10. Co-evolution between provincial policy terms and NEC. a) Inner Mongolia; b) Sichuan; c) Shandong; d) Guangdong; e)
Sinkiang; f) Jiangsu.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.g010

Table 3. The shifting policy focus regarding the CO2 emission intensity and NEC.

Provinces The focus before shifting Transition intervala The focus after shifting Almost constant

a) Inner Mongolia PVs, ES, ER (2014, 2015) CO2 emissions Biomass

b) Sichuan PVs, EP [2014, 2015) WTs, CO2 emissions, ER NE

c) Shandong ES, PVs, NE (2014, 2015) CO2 emissions, Biomass ——

d) Guangdong NE, PVs, ES (2013, 2014] Biomass, NEVs, WTs ——

e) Sinkiang PVs [2014, 2015) NE WTs, Biomass

f) Jiangsu WTs, ER, EP (2013, 2014) NEVs NE

a The transition interval is determined by the intersection points of A-type and B-type lines, while the lines corresponding to the last column of the table are not

considered.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0252502.t003
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Firstly, the NEI of China features regional imbalance to some extent, that is, NEIs are of

great potential in the northwest, prosperous in the southeast, and underdeveloped in the south-

west. The imbalance is reflected in the various NEP policy instruments embodied by latent top-

ics, as well as the topic evolution paths in a timeline. The most prominent characteristic of the

NEP of China is that it incorporates many fields and industries from upstream to downstream,

including manufacturing, logistics, agriculture, automobile, construction, etc. Different aspects

of NEPs are investigated by the topic generated from policy texts, both central and local govern-

ments have paid much attention to the usage of all the policy instruments, namely, the supply-

oriented, environment-oriented, and demand-oriented tools. However, the focus of NEPs varies

from policymakers of different provinces. Policy topics from NEPs of Guangdong and Jiangsu

are more consistent with those from the central policy, which put more weight on supply and

environmental policy tools, while other provinces only prefer environmental tools.

Secondly, in spite of the consensus of sample provinces to NEP long-enhanced concerns

like environment protection, energy saving, and emission reduction, education and training,

and intellectual property, the discrepancy of provincial NEPs over time is closely related to

regional geography and economic conditions. Specifically, northwest and southwest provinces

with underdeveloped economy incline to adopt measures like poverty alleviation, environ-

mental protection, and supervision, whereas the NEPs of other developed coastal provinces

prefer industrial upgrading, NEVs, and emerging industries as time goes by.

Finally, during the correlation analysis of NEPs and NEIs, even Shandong province, the

third largest economic province in China, has to shift the focus of NEPs to CO2 emission

reduction due to its high coal consumption. Therefore, the different evolution paths to NEPs

can be mediately explained by the variation of the provincial CO2 intensity, which is more

unstable or higher in northwest and southwest provinces than others. Moreover, the correla-

tion analysis between the provincial NEC and NEP indicates that some of the policy topic

shifts have hysteretic effects on the NEC.

According to the concluded illustrations, this paper advocates the following three points:

(1) Backward provinces in China with vast potential in new energy generation should maintain

their leading position to provide energy for developed provinces and reduce their CO2 emis-

sions by adding more supply-oriented tools to NEPs; (2) All provinces should enhance the

demand-oriented policy tools and explore demands for applying new energy resources to the

domains other than existing application domains; and (3) When setting the development goals

of NEI, policymakers should fully consider the hysteretic effect of policy effectiveness, thus to

design policy measures and objectives that are consistent within a certain period.
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